
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
COMPOSITION SYLLABUS: ADULTS (19+ YEARS) 
 
One selection only per entry. Composers may enter each category multiple times but must 
submit an entry fee for each work. Harmony, structure, direction (and lyrics where applicable) 
will be considered by the adjudicator. Registrants must send their written scores, lyric sheets 
and sound or video files to the festival (email only) by April 1, 2020. A grand piano will be 
provided for performances and demonstrations.  Percussion instruments may be available. 
 
Work for Solo Instrument - Concert Music  
Original concert style composition for solo instrument.  
Class #: OC1970  Time limit 15 minutes  Entry fee: $45.00  
 
Work for Solo Instrument - Popular Music  
Original composition for solo instrument Any style including (but not limited to) pop, jazz, rock 
and music for media. 
Class #: OC1971  Time limit 7 minutes  Entry fee: $45.00  
 
Work for Instrumental Ensemble - Concert Music  
Original concert style composition for instrumental ensemble. Any combination of instruments 
- up to six players.  
Class #: OC1972 Time limit 15 minutes  Entry fee: $45.00  
 
Work for Instrumental Ensemble - Popular Music  
Original composition for instrumental ensemble. Any combination of instruments - up to six 
players. Any style including (but not limited to) pop, jazz and rock. 
Class #: OC1973 Time limit 7 minutes   Entry fee: $45.00  
 
Music for Media 
Any work inspired by a cinematic/film concept. Includes music inspired by stories, drama, 
video games and animation. Please include descriptive text where applicable. 
Class #: OC1974 Time limit 8 minutes   Entry fee: $45.00  
 
  



Work for Voice - Concert Music  
Original concert style composition for solo voice or vocal ensemble, with or without 
accompaniment.  
Class #: OC1975  Time limit 15 minutes  Entry fee: $45.00  
 
Work for Voice - Popular Music  
Original composition with lyrics for solo voice or vocal ensemble. Any style including (but not 
limited to) pop, musical theatre, jazz and rock. 
Class #: OC1976 Time limit 8 minutes  Entry fee: $45.00  
 
Master Class  
Each session will be limited to three participants. A work of ten minutes or less in duration is 
strongly recommended. The adjudicator will work with each participant individually for 30 
minutes.  
Class #: OC1977  Entry fee: $75.00 


